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Abstract:
This article challenges the predominantly secular and scientific reading of Jekyll and Hyde,
making a case for a new reading of Stevenson’s novel—a theological reading—through an analysis
of the text of the novel, through reading the novel in connection with other works of literature
wherein horror is also linked to the “Heilige” [“the holy”] (in works such as Mann’s The Magic
Mountain, Philip Roth’s “Eli, The Fanatic,” and José Saramago’s Memorial do Convento), and
through a consideration of the biblical story of Jacob and Esau and James Hogg’s The Private
Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner as key intertexts to Jekyll and Hyde. It elucidates the
nexus between the gothic and the religious and explicates the connections between the biblical
text and Stevenson’s text. Some scholars have read Jekyll and Hyde through a theological lens; some
have argued that it is a Pauline tale rooted in the Romans. These scholars have noted only “passing
allusions” to the Old Testament in Jekyll and Hyde, and chose to focus on the novel’s parallels to
Paul’s teachings in Romans, or to Stevenson’s allusions to other sections of the New Testament.
This article, while in agreement with the notion that Jekyll and Hyde should be read theologically,
departs from this position and argues that Jekyll and Hyde is as much grounded in the Old
Testament as it is in the New. While this article does not deny that Romans and Pauline theology
was a critical source for Stevenson in his construction of the character of Henry Jekyll, it argues
that Stevenson’s references to the Old Testament are no mere passing allusions, but are in fact
essential to the novel’s theopoetical project; accordingly, this article further argues that Genesis is
just as much a key intertext for Jekyll and Hyde as is Romans. This article engages seriously with
the novel’s Old Testament allusions and argues that the literary-theological task Stevenson set for
himself was a Victorian-era retelling of the Jacob and Esau tale from Genesis—and that in
Stevenson’s version of this tale, the biblical drama of the Jacob and Esau conflict becomes situated
within the psyche of a singular Janus-faced soul.
Keywords: Robert Louis Stevenson; Jekyll and Hyde; Thomas Mann; Dante’s Inferno; James
Hogg; Philip Roth; Albert Camus; José Saramago

The critical literature that has proliferated on Jekyll and Hyde in the hundred-plus years
since its original publication is as wide-ranging as it is vast. Scholars have examined nearly every
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facet of Stevenson’s signature work, from its relationship with the Gothic tradition1 to its possible
autobiographical elements2 to the ways in which the novel engages with science,3 medicine,4 law,5
politics,6 professionalism,7 consumerism,8 class,9 crime,10 psychology,11 philosophy,12 drugs,13 mental
illness,14 alcoholism,15 addiction,16 adventure,17 authorship,18 artistry,19 sexuality,20 masculinity,21
femininity,22 bachelorhood,23 selfhood,24 and even superheroes.25 One area, however, that has been
relatively underappreciated and under-examined in Stevenson scholarship is the role of religion in
Jekyll and Hyde. This article challenges the predominantly secular and scientific readings of Jekyll
and Hyde as well as the few theological readings of Jekyll and Hyde.26 This article makes the case
for a new reading of Stevenson’s novel—a theological reading that is rooted less in Romans or in
Augustinian theology, as some have read Jekyll and Hyde,27 than it is in the Book of Genesis: this
article asserts that Jekyll and Hyde is Stevenson’s Victorian-era retelling of the Jacob and Esau tale,
wherein the biblical drama of the Jacob and Esau conflict becomes situated within the psyche of a
single Janus-faced soul.28
In Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, religion is not a quaint, innocuous relic from a simpler age; it is a
living entity of considerable consequence. Theological themes and religious locutions appear
exceptionally often in this novella and are used to great literary (and psychological) effect.
Rather than viewing it as some gentle, soothing opium of the masses, writers have long
recognized that religion can often function as a frightening, anxiety-inducing vehicle for the
horrible and the uncanny; as Sancho Panza is told in Don Quijote, “détras de la cruz está el
diablo.”29 Witness, for instance, how the holy and the horrifying are yoked together in The Magic
Mountain, where the narrator describes the horrifying painting of the crucified Jesus hanging in
Leo Naphta’s apartment as “profoundly frightening” (“innig Schreckhaftes”),30 a piece of “pious
horror” (“frommen Schrecknis”)31 that causes Hans Castorp to exclaim, “Das ist ja schrecklich gut”
(“[i]t’s frighteningly good”). 32 And later in the novel, a sensation that causes individuals to tremble
(“so stark…daß alle erschauerten”) is characterized as “holy” (“heilig”).33 Or the ways in which
religion and terror are intertwined in Albert Camus’ La peste—particularly in the sermon of père
Paneloux, who emphasizes not love but fear of God (“Dans l’immense grange de l’universe, le fléau
implacable battra le blé humain jousqu’à ce que la paille soit séparée du grain”34; “Voyez-le, cet ange
de la peste, beau comme Lucifer et brillant comme le mal lui-même, dressé au-dessus de vos toits, la
main droite portant l’épieu rouge à hauteur de sa tête, la maine gauche désignant l’une de vos
maisons”35)—and in Isabel Allende’s La casa de los espíritus, particularly in the Boschian sermon
of the zealous padre Restrepo:
Lo seguían sus fieles de parroquia en parroquia, sudaban oyéndolo describir los tormentos de los pecadores
en el inferno, las carnes desgarradas por ingeniosas máquinas de tortura, los fuegos eternos, los garfios que
traspasaban los miembros viriles, los asquerosos reptiles que se incorporaba en cada sermon para sembrar el
terror de Dios. El mismo Satanás era descrito hasta en sus más intimas anomalías…36

The gothic is also conspicuously coupled with the religious in Philip Roth’s “Eli, The Fanatic,”
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wherein Eli first encounters the Orthodox Leo Tzuref in front of a “sagging old mansion” into which
Tzuref beckons him, not unlike the way Count Dracula—the embodiment of another archaic
tradition that has uncannily survived into the modern era—ushers the modern, cultured English
lawyer Jonathan Harker into his crumbling Transylvanian castle—which may very well be the
association that Roth attempts to evoke.37 Tzuref’s run-down mansion, replete with bookless
bookshelves and a cracked marble floor, causes the dépaysé Eli to “shudder,”38 while the voices of
children enter the manor in a ghostlike manner, “like a third person.”39
José Saramago, in Memorial do Convento, also capably conjoins the morbid with the moral,
detailing the more macabre aspects of repentance in eighteenth-century Portugal:
Vai sair a procissão de penitência. Castigámos a carne pelo jejum, macaremo-la agora pelo açoite. …
sofrendo alguma coisa escovam-se as costuras da alma. … Passa a procissâo entre filas de povo, e quando
passa rojam-se pelo châo homens e mulheres, arranham a cara uns, arrepelam-se outros, dâo-se bofetões
todos… 40

In Saramago’s lurid depiction of Lent in Lisbon, the religious is construed as downright
gruesome, and suffering is seen as the prerequisite of salvation.
Religion and horror are interconnected because the elements that Hobbes characterized as
“the natural seed[s] of religion”—awe, terror, fear, and mystery41—are some of the very same
elements that horror traffics in as well. Moreover, religion has long been interstructured with two
other predominant features of horror: (1) the uncanny: a constitutive quality of religion, according
to Franz Rosenzweig, is uncanniness [Unheimlichkeit], a kind dreadful, unsettling feeling that one
has been torn away from one’s home [Heim];42 and (2) superstition: as Joseph Conrad recognized,
“there is no real religion without a little fetichism.”43 According to Spinoza, the innate, irrational
human predilection toward superstition is caused by and maintained through fear (“metus”) of the
unknown,44 and it is this primordial fear that gave birth to gods, deities, and religion. 45 It is thus not
surprising—in fact, it is almost natural—that the gothic can conjure the godly just as assuredly as the
godly can conjure the gothic, especially in a predominantly religious society such as Calvinist
Scotland where the emotions of fear, terror, and dread are—like awe, mystery, and wonder—several
of the standard ingredients that are typically used in the concoction of the common religious brew.
And it is thus no wonder that when Stevenson attempts to evoke the sentiments of horror and the
uncanny, religious motifs are so prominently and frequently sprinkled into the mix.
Jekyll and Hyde is permeated with religious rhetoric, this article posits, because Stevenson was
keenly conscious of this close connection between religion and horror. Like Sade’s atheists, whom
Camus intuited posit the non-existence of God because the existence of a living deity would be too
horrible to contemplate—God’s existence “supposerait chez lui indifférence, méchanceté, ou
cruauté”46—Stevenson was highly attuned to the unsettling interconnection between the holy and
the horrible. Stevenson was well aware of how religion contains terrifying elements47—evil; the devil;
demons; damnation; hell—which can be used by a writer to heighten the atmosphere of horror
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within a writer’s work. (Compare Gabriel García Márquez, in El amor en los tiempos del cólera,
describing a parasol purchased by Fermina Daza as “roja como los fuegos del infierno.”48) And this is
precisely why Stevenson draws so frequently upon religion in Jekyll and Hyde: in the literary effort
to create an ambience of dread and the uncanny, Stevenson knew that there are few more effective
tools a writer can have in his supply than those elemental pieces of existential equipment that have
been part of the stock-in-trade of religion for millennia.
Stevenson grew up in a Scottish Calvinist environment and was undoubtedly well-acquainted
with such matters.49 In Jekyll and Hyde, Stevenson concomitantly employs, and plays with, the
emotion of existential dread—of not knowing whether one is one of the saved—that can easily come
to haunt the consciousness of Calvinists, Scottish Presbyterians, and others who believe in the
doctrine of predestination. The idea of “not knowing” surfaces a significant number of times in
Jekyll and Hyde. We do not know who Hyde really is;50 we do not know the true nature of the
relationship between Hyde and Jekyll; Jekyll does not know (and gradually loses control over) which
of his personas will be the one to win out within him. The idea of “not knowing” is heavily pregnant
with religious significance for readers of Stevenson’s religious milieu because it touches upon the
existential dread and theologically-fueled fear that comes with not knowing whether or not one will
be saved or damned as well as upon the spiritual anxiety that is a natural byproduct of not even being
able to influence this outcome.
In Jekyll and Hyde, religion serves three primary purposes: it accentuates the novella’s
atmosphere of Gothic horror; it allows the novella to become susceptible to a hybrid reading wherein
it can be read as a Dantesque descent into a hellish netherworld; and it enables the novella to be read
“biblically,” as a modern-day Jacob and Esau tale.
In Jekyll and Hyde, Stevenson refers to religion and utilizes religious language early and
often. On the very first page of the novel, Stevenson tells us the following about Utterson: “’I
incline to Cain’s heresy,’ he used to say quaintly. ‘I let my brother go to the devil in his own way.’” 51
Soon after, when Enfield is recounting the incident of Hyde trampling the little girl, Enfield states
that the silent nighttime streets were “as empty as a church” (7). He tells Utterson that the sight of
Hyde trampling over the child’s body was “hellish,” and that Hyde’s appearance was of some
“damned Juggernaut.”52 Enfield tells Utterson about women who were “as wild as harpies,” and
claims to have never seen “a circle of such hateful faces” as the one that surrounded Hyde—whose
face looked “really like Satan” (8).53 We are descending into a kind of inferno, Stevenson is
signaling to us—harpies appear in Circle Seven in cantos XII-XVII of Dante’s Inferno, and hateful
faces are strewn throughout the various circles of Inferno, whose lowermost circle is the dwelling
place of Satan. The further we progress in this story, the deeper into this hellish version of London
we are led. Additionally, coupling Hyde with the harpies and Satan is a not unsubtle suggestion that
Hyde belongs in this pantheon of terrifying religious-literary creatures.
The allusions to religion continue apace: Enfield avers that he doesn’t like being overly
inquisitive because “it partakes too much of the style of the day of judgment” (10), and makes use of
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the religiously tinged trope of the ineffable in describing—or, more precisely, failing to describe—
Hyde: “He’s an extraordinary looking man, and yet I really can name nothing out of the way. No, sir;
I can make no hand of it; I can’t describe him” (11).54 In the beginning of the second chapter, Stevenson
tells us that Utterson’s postprandial Sunday custom was to read “a volume of some dry divinity” (12).
Utterson views nearly everything he sees through the prism of religion. After meeting with
Jekyll—who, aside from his medical work and philanthropic pursuits, is “no less distinguished
for religion” (34)55—and learning of his plight, he suspects that Jekyll is being punished by God
for some unexpiated sin: “in the law of God, there is no statute of limitations. Ay, it must be
that: the ghost of some old sin” (19). The moral universe in which Jekyll and Utterson operate
is neo-biblical: suffering is not meaningless; it is visited upon an individual as a result of that
person’s sins. Even sins committed long ago, when the sinner was “wild” and “young” (19),
cannot go unpunished. As Jekyll declares, “I have brought on myself a punishment….If I am the
chief of sinners, I am the chief of sufferers also” (36).56 Poole, Jekyll’s butler, uses religious
language in his speech as well: “[W]e heard him cry out upon the name of God; and who’s in there
instead of him, and why it stays there, is a thing that cries to Heaven” (43).57 Jekyll, Utterson, and
Poole almost appear doomed from the start in their attempts to succeed in what Eve Sedgwick
has termed “the often very fragile concern to provide the self with pleasure and nourishment in
an environment that is perceived as not particularly offering them.” 58 How can they be expected
to find pleasure in a Calvinist, soteriologically predetermined, Deuteronomic environment w hen
the strict Scottish Presbyterianism of their environs, 59 in concert with the lurid, Dantesque setting
into which they have startlingly descended, appear to be conspiring together to prevent any
possible peaceable resolution?
The atmosphere of London begins to take on biblical hues as well. When the fog descends
upon the city, it descends upon it in the fashion of the plague of darkness that afflicts the Egyptians
in the Book of Exodus: it is a “great chocolate-coloured pall lowered over heaven” (26),
phraseology which evokes the way Moses lowers the plague of darkness upon the Egyptians by
“stretch[ing] forth his hand toward heaven” (Exodus 10:22, KJV).60 Like the darkness that plagues
the Egyptians, the London fog of Jekyll and Hyde is not a benign meteorological condition; it is a
“mournful reinvasion” (26)61—a tangible, hostile force, like the palpable darkness of the plague (“a
darkness that can be felt”; Exodus 10:21); it is a threatening, implacable substance that makes the
city seem “like a district of some city in a nightmare” (26). And the fog lies “thickly” (29), like the
“thick” (“choshekh afeilah”) darkness that afflicts the Egyptians (Exodus 10:22).62 Stevenson’s
writing here serves to confirm the philosopher Graham Harman’s assertion that there is “always
something more to [an object] than whatever we see or say,” 63 as there is far more to Stevenson’s
descriptions of the darkness of London than what we see on the page—namely, the ample
intertextual allusions lurking underneath these words, which can be seen quite clearly once we
shine a little light onto the surface of Stevenson’s text.64 These now-illumined allusions to Exodus
signify that Stevenson is moving us not merely into a religiously tinged landscape but into a biblical
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one—and, specifically, an Old Testament one—in which the doctrine of predestination may or may
not apply, but in which the moral principle of free will certainly does.
As Jekyll has transformed into Hyde, the prosaic cityscape has morphed into a surreal
phantasmagoria wherein “there was literally nothing to be seen but lamps. Street after street, and
all the folks asleep” (7),65 and in which a “sinister block of building” (6) juts out into the street.
The modern metropolis’s avenues have metamorphosed into mythological “labyrinths” (15), and
even Utterson’s bed—what would normally be a person’s locus amoenus, a comfortable retreat
from the dangers of the outside world—has been transformed into a “great, dark bed” in which he
“tosse[s] to and fro” (14). No one is safe in this “nocturnal” (15), nightmarish city in which an
innocent child can be trampled by a “human Juggernaut” (15)—a creature more fit for the
underworld than for this world. It’s as if Stevenson is telling us “lasciate ogni speranza, voi
ch’entrate”, because we are no longer within the conventional, realistic boundaries of this earthly
realm—we’re in Dis, perhaps, or maybe in Pandaemonium, or at the very least in Calvinist
Scotland; we’re certainly no longer exactly in nineteenth-century London.
Directly juxtaposing the purity of religion with the corruption of Hyde’s “hellish” evil further
heightens the portentous atmosphere of dread (especially for Stevenson’s religious readers) by
amplifying the theological tension implicit in the type of primal good versus evil confrontations such
as the one Stevenson creates. The “bells of the church” are located “so conveniently near to Mr.
Utterson’s dwelling” (14). And lying ominously in the heart of darkness, next to the laboratory in
which Jekyll creates and transmogrifies himself into the story’s force of evil—in the center of Dr.
Jekyll’s ninth circle of hell—is “a copy of a pious work…annotated, in [Jekyll’s] own hand, with
startling blasphemies” (50). Nothing is more sure to send chills up the spine of an upright Christian
than a Bible bent and broken by blasphemies, but it is Hyde himself, Stevenson seems to be
suggesting here, who is the true blasphemy: for a believing Calvinist or Scottish Presbyterian, Hyde’s
very person is a walking, breathing blasphemy, a being of antinomian evil created by man that
blasphemes the “very good” (Genesis 1:31) world order created by God.
Stevenson furthers ups the religious ante by analogizing Jekyll’s discovery of the chemical
method he uses to metamorphose into Hyde to the eating of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge:
Jekyll’s scientific breakthrough opened up “’a new province of knowledge’”—much as eating the
forbidden fruit opened up a new province of knowledge to humanity—“’and new avenues to fame
and power’” that “’stagger the unbelief of Satan’” (59). Jekyll seems to believe that his “[f]ear of the
unknown,” to paraphrase the psychoanalytic theorist Adam Phillips, can be “cured through the
flight into the intelligible”66—that his unconscious dread of not knowing his salvific destiny can be
resolved through scientific experimentation—but it is his very flight into the domain of the
intelligible that leads to even greater dread, and an even greater fall.
In Genesis 3:22, the reason God gives for driving Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden
after eating from the Tree of Knowledge is that if they then eat from the Tree of Life, they will
become even more powerful than fallen angels such as Satan—if they were to eat from the Tree of
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Life after this “new province of knowledge” had been opened up to them, God worries that th ey
will become as powerful as the gods themselves: “Then the Lord God said, ‘Behold, the man has
become like one of Us…And now, lest he put his hand and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and
live forever.” For religious readers, Jekyll is such a terrifying character because he emblematizes the
figure who possesses knowledge of good and evil—unlike the amoral Hyde, Jekyll still retains a
moral sensibility—yet also possesses the superhuman, quasi-divine power to transform himself
into an amoral creature who appears to have a life beyond himself; such a specter would certainly
seem satanic to any reader possessing a sensus divinitatis.
Stevenson thus situates Jekyll’s “sin” within the cosmic and mythological landscape of
Adam and Eve’s primordial sin, signifying that Jekyll’s fall is of the same nature as Adam and Eve’s:
both are the result of man’s freely chosen action to overstep the divinely ordained boundaries for
human endeavor, and both, consequently, bring about terrible suffering to those around them.
Stevenson deepens the novella’s connection with the Old Testament and further signifies
that the moral atmosphere in which the story of Jekyll and Hyde is occurring is that of the Hebrew
Bible through an extended analogy that he constructs between Jekyll and Hyde and Jacob and
Esau. This is the novella’s most elaborate biblical metaphor, and though it is never made explicit—
as compared to, say, the good versus evil leitmotif that courses through the novel—it is
immediately evident to any semantically sensitive, biblically literate reader of the text. Like Jacob,
a “smooth” man (Genesis 27:11), Jekyll is “smooth-faced,” whereas Hyde’s hands are “thickly
shaded with a swart growth of hair” (68)—like Esau’s, who is a “hairy man” (Gen. 27:11). Like
Jacob, “a plain man, dwelling in tents” (Gen. 25:27), Jekyll is a phlegmatic, ordinary man, earning
a decent living in a respected profession. Hyde, on the other hand, is “savage” (17) and “ape-like”
(25)—a wild, undomesticated creature whose screech sounds “as of mere animal terror” (48) and
who preys upon others—like the brutish Esau, who is a “cunning hunter” and a “man of the field.”
(Gen. 25:27) Additionally, like the ruddy (Gen. 25:25) Esau, Hyde is of a “dusky pallor” (68). And
when Jekyll writes of the way his good and evil sides battled within him—“in the agonized womb
of consciousness, these polar twins should be continuously struggling” (62)—it is remarkably
similar to the way the Bible describes the intrauterine struggle between Jacob and Esau: “the
children struggled within her…and when her days to be delivered were fulfilled, behold, there were
twins in her womb” (Gen. 25:22, 24).
This extended analogy indicates that Stevenson wished for Jekyll and Hyde to be read not
solely as a horror story that happens to have a theological theme but as a modern-day retelling of the
biblical Jacob and Esau tale wherein the Jacob and Esau conflict, an externalized struggle between
two distinct people, becomes an internalized struggle between the “Jacob” and “Esau” sides of a
single person—a story about the ways in which the human psyche is, as Gilles Deleuze has written,
“composed of a plurality of irreducible forces.”67 Jacob and Esau are doubles—they are twins,
mirrors of each other, each possessing the polar opposite trait of his counterpart. The other
archetypal antagonists of the Bible—Cain and Abel, Isaac and Ishmael, Joseph and Judah—are
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siblings but not twins, adversaries but not doubles. Jacob and Esau is as close as the Bible comes to
telling a doppelgänger tale—and some might even go so far as to say that it is the Bible’s doppelgänger
story avant la lettre. Superimposing the Jacob and Esau story onto Jekyll and Hyde enables
Stevenson to simultaneously connect his doppelgänger story to both the modern literary genre of
stories about doubles68 and to the archetypal biblical doppelgänger tale as well.69
Stevenson, perhaps sensing that ordinary adjectives would not suffice for his purposes, uses
religiously tinged descriptives in order to indicate that the tale he is telling is not a simple mystery
yarn or run-of-the-mill detective story, but rather a “dark night of the soul” fable—a fictional story
of a primal good versus evil struggle for the soul narrated as if it were a factual account—that is
closer in spirit to the literary modality of James Hogg’s The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a
Justified Sinner than to The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes or The Purloined Letter. The
similarities between Jekyll and Hyde and Hogg’s Confessions are unmistakable: Confessions, like
Jekyll and Hyde, is a religiously valenced, parabolic doppelgänger tale about a man who becomes
a criminal, and like Jekyll and Hyde, it is paraenetic narrative that is also heavily imbued with
Calvinist theology and Scottish Presbyterianism. Confessions was deeply influential in Scotland,
writes Ian Duncan, to such an extent that it even “displaced the novels of Walter Scott…to become
the world’s favourite nineteenth-century novel.”70 Thus, in Jekyll and Hyde, a woman’s face is not
merely “ugly” or “unsightly”; it is “evil” (27). Indeed, the novella’s final chapter, “Henry Jekyll’s
Full Statement of the Case,” reads more like a confession of a sinner than a summation of a case
by Hercule Poirot or Sam Spade. In a statement written with a vocabulary that includes the words
“angel,” “diabolical,” (65), “devilish” (74), “damned” (72), “divine” (65), “iniquity” (72),
“penitence,” “spiritual side” (73), “hellish” (77), and “evil” more times than can be counted—and
in which he makes reference to “the captives of Philippi” (Acts 16:26) (65) and the “Babylonian
finger on the wall” (Daniel 5:5)—Jekyll complains of a “horror of the spirit” (63) and castigates
himself for his “recklessness,” for casting off “the bonds of obligation” and sipping the sweet,
forbidden waters of “an unknown but not an innocent freedom.” Hyde is a “child of Hell” (75),
an “ugly idol” (65)71—a verboten graven image whose existence is a direct affront to the unseen
all-seeing biblical God—whose creation, which is “wicked, tenfold more wicked” than anything
he had ever before done, results in Jekyll’s being “sold a slave to my original evil” (64). And as if to
make sure that readers would not miss the fact that this story—and this chapter specifically—is
meant to be read as a sinner’s confession, a story about the struggle between good and evil,
Stevenson practically hits readers over the head with it:
Even as good shone upon the countenance of the one evil was written broadly and plainly on the face
of the other. Evil besides (which I still believe to be the lethal side of man) had left on that body an
imprint of deformity and decay. …. all human beings, as we meet them, are commingled out of good
and evil: and Edward Hyde, alone in the ranks of mankind, was pure evil. (65)
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Jekyll, apparently in possession of a Deuteronomic sensibility, believes that he is being
“punished” for his “moral insensibility and insensate readiness to evil” (71):
My devil had long been caged, and he came out roaring. … It must have been this, I suppose, that stirred
in my soul the tempest of impatience…I declare, at last, before God….in my case, to be tempted,
however slightly, was to fall.
Instantly the spirit of hell awoke in me…(71)

Jekyll and Hyde, Stevenson is telling us, is not a mythical tale of a man metamorphosing into
a monster because the gods have ordained it; it is a moral tale of a man freely choosing to commit
monstrous acts because his evil inclination has driven him to defy the Divine: “it was as an ordinary
secret sinner that I at last fell before the assaults of temptation” (73).72 Accordingly, Stevenson’s
choice to situate the novella within the moral atmosphere of Genesis and Exodus—within the
cosmic landscape of the Hebrew Bible—signifies that Stevenson is departing from the Calvinist
doctrine of predestination, much as he departed from Calvinism in his actual life, 73 in order to
emphasize that sin is something freely chosen by each and every human being, as the Hebrew Bible
says it is,74 rather than a primordial condition thrust upon a person before he or she is even born.
Just as Cain is to blame for succumbing to his jealousy of Abel, and just as Adam is to blame for
succumbing to his temptation to eat from the Tree of Knowledge, Jekyll is to blame for his
transformation into Hyde—he is to blame for letting his dark side overtake him rather than
subduing it and integrating it into a single persona, as did his biblical antecedent Jacob.
Though Jekyll and Hyde certainly contains outlandish, paranormal elements, there is nothing
grandiosely horrific or epically tragic about this story, Stevenson is saying, as counterintuitive as this
may seem; it is a simple story of a sin and a fall—a story not about the extraordinary but the ordinary:
a story about “an ordinary secret sinner” (73) and the normality sin. It is a novella, ultimately, that
operates not within a supernatural realm but rather in accordance with a Levinasian sensibility,
maintaining that “[e]vil is not a mystical principle…it is an offence perpetrated on man by man.”75
Sin, for Stevenson, is a moral error, not a metaphysical condition. Jekyll’s final act, fittingly—in both
a linguistic and thematic sense—is to “seal up” his “confession” like a penitent sinner, bringing “the
life of that unhappy Henry Jekyll to an end” (78).
This paper, by connecting the gothic and the religious elements of Jekyll and Hyde, and by
explicating the connections between the biblical text and Stevenson’s text, has made a case for a
new reading of Jekyll and Hyde—a biblical, theological reading wherein Jekyll and Hyde is as
grounded in the Book of Genesis as it is in the epistles of Paul. In light of this biblical reading,
Jekyll and Hyde is meant to be understood as a modern Jacob and Esau fable: the story of an
interiorized conflict between good an evil; the story of a man who, like the biblical Jacob, wrestles
with his own inner demon but who, unlike Jacob, does not succeed in subduing his inner Esau. 76
Within this biblical reading of the novella, Jekyll’s task, like Jacob’s, was to vanquish his maleficent
twin not by entirely eradicating it but by conquering it and making it part of himself; his task was
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to make Hyde subordinate to him, rather than becoming subordinate to Hyde—his task, in short,
was to engage in a Jungian integration of the shadow, whereby man’s shadow side, his dark,
Dionysian, monstrous side, is not meant to be wholly eliminated but is rather meant to be
conquered and incorporating into man’s light, wholesome, Apollonian side, so that the moral man
can make use of his shadow—of his inner monster—for the good, when the need arises. 77 That
Jekyll fails to conquer Hyde—that he fails in his Jungian quest to integrate his shadow and fails to
become a unia personalis—is indicative of the fact that Jekyll fails to subdue his inner Esau; though
he wrestles with his malicious twin, he cannot conquer him, and is instead conquered by him. 78
His last, eleventh-hour attempt at a confession becomes Jekyll’s frantic attempt to attain the
blessing that Jacob attains but that Jekyll does not: to become the man who wrestles with gods and
with men and who lives to tell the tale of this desperate psychological struggle. 79
And in light of the theological reading of Jekyll and Hyde presented in this paper, which
illustrates how Stevenson uses the literary modality of the confession—a sub-genre of
autobiographical literature inaugurated by Augustine’s Confessions80 which came to be employed by
later religious writers, including Abelard, Teresa of Avila, John Bunyan, and Hogg 81—Stevenson’s
brief but highly influential text is not merely a monster or detective story. It is a religious story, with
sin, confession, and repentance lying at the core of its literary artistry and moral imagination, as well
as a story that subtly challenges the Calvinist doctrine of predestination and theological determinism
in favor of Old Testament notions of free will. (Jekyll, in his confession, emphasizes that his changing
into Hyde was “voluntary” [69], and that he “had to choose” whether to cast in his lot with Jekyll or
with Hyde [70].) It is the story of a man who “in an hour of moral weakness” [71] succumbs to one
of the oldest imaginary temptations known to men: the story of a man who, like the finder of the
ring of Gyges in Greek mythology, discovers a means whereby he can engage in all the sins and vices
he desires sine pecunia—or, at least he believes that donning the ring, or imbibing the formula, will
have no repercussions upon him. In Plato’s brother Glaucon’s retelling of the myth (discussed briefly
by Plato as well in his Republic), there are no repercussions for the man who, after donning the ring
which grants him invisibility, commits adultery and murder. But in Stevenson’s modern, postEnlightenment version of this age-old tale, there are consequences for criminal behavior. And
because Stevenson situates his tale within the Judeo-Christian monotheistic matrix, wherein an
omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent God rewards the righteous and punishes the unrepentant,
Henry Jekyll cannot escape unscathed from his forays into the forbidden; he must be held
accountable—as much to the biblical God, who punishes sinners, as to Stevenson’s Calvinist
contemporaries and Christian readers, who desire to see the order of their moral universe
maintained, even in works of art. (Witness, for example, the ways in which many of the greatest
novels of the nineteenth century written in the Christian West, from Madame Bovary to Anna
Karenina, have their protagonists engage liberally in sin—only to have their creators, Flaubert and
Tolstoy, respectively, not fail to punish their female heroines for their moral turpitude.) Stevenson
makes sure that his hero—or, more precisely, his anti-hero—is punished as well, and severely so. And,
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because the novella is crafted not only as a biblically inflected morality tale but as a story fitting
snugly within the confessional genre, he also makes sure that Henry Jekyll does not meet his doom
before first, vividly and comprehensively, confessing it for posterity, so that readers for the rest of
time will be unmistakably forewarned that, though they may enjoy the thought—or the literary
representation—of being able to engage in an unlimited amount of vice, their deeds will not go
unpunished: if they succumb to the temptation of Dr. Jekyll, they very well may end up meeting the
fate of Mr. Hyde.
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in Genesis, nor his allusions to the plague of darkness in Exodus.) While this paper does not deny that
Romans and Pauline theology was a critical source for Stevenson in his construction of the character
of Henry Jekyll, it argues that Stevenson’s references to the Old Testament are no mere passing
allusions, but are in fact essential to Stevenson’s theopoetical project: the creation of a neo-biblical
novella informed as much by the Old Testament as it is by the New, with Genesis as crucial an
intertext for the novella as is Romans. (Romans 9:13 refers to Jacob and Esau, underscoring the way
in which the Genesis narrative of Jacob and Esau and its theological anthropology of human duality
is itself a key intertext for Romans—further stressing the point that in order to fully understand the
biblical and theological background of Jekyll and Hyde, one must go fully ad fontes, back to the
sources, not only to Romans and the New Testament but all the way back to the Old.) Even the
novel’s very composition is neo-biblical: even if we do not take Brantlinger’s argument (see supra, n.
18) literally, it at the very least needs to be taken seriously. Whether it was a conscious choice or not,
Stevenson’s apparent lack of authorial control over his own work, which he describes in his Scribner’s
essay (Stevenson, “The Dream Origin of the Tale,” from “A Chapter on Dreams,” Scribner’s
Magazine [1888]: 122-8, in Jekyll and Hyde, ed. Katherine Linehan, 87-91, in which he asserts that
the story came to him in a dream, in a night vision, and that therefore “That part which is done while
I am sleeping is the Brownies’ part [viz., the imaginary forces which visited him with the vision of the
story] beyond contention; but that which is done when I am up and about is by no means necessarily
mine, since all goes to show the Brownies have a hand in it even then” [ibid., 90, emphasis added]),
enabled him to become less the “author” in the modern sense of the term and more of a vessel through
whom a vision can be communicated, a pre-modern conception of authorship that is closer to
transcription than authorship. This destabilized notion of authorship in which Stevenson implicates
himself at once evokes the modernist problematizing and deconstruction of earlier notions of stable
authorship (indeed, although Jekyll and Hyde is not usually labeled as a “modernist” novel, Ronald
Thomas argues that the text of the novel enacts “one of the central problems of modern fiction: the
‘death’ or ‘disappearance of the author’”; Thomas, “In the Company of Strangers, 158) while also
evoking pre-modern, traditionalist conceptions of the composition of Scripture according to which
Moses, the Christian apostles, and Mohammed are not the actual “authors” of the Hebrew Bible, the
New Testament, and the Qur’an, but were rather transcribing the words that were being dictated to
them by God and by angels.
70. James Hogg, The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner (ed. Ian Duncan; New York:
Oxford University Press, 2010), ix. It is thus not surprising to learn that Hogg’s Confessions
influenced Stevenson’s Jekyll and Hyde; see ibid., xvii. Duncan also notes several allusions to the
biblical Jacob in Hogg’s “roman maudit” (on pp. 76 and 88). I am grateful to Colm Toíbín for
bringing Hogg’s Confessions to my attention.
71. My emphasis.
72. My emphasis.
73. See, e.g., Geissinger, “Robert Louis Stevenson as an Interpreter of Life,” 91.
74. See, e.g., Genesis 4:7 (God telling Cain that it is within his power to “rule” over his desire to sin, or
to succumb to it); see also Deut. 30:15-20.
75. Emmanuel Levinas, Difficult Freedom: Essays on Judaism (trans. Seán Hand; Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Univ. Press, 1990), 20.
76. This reading follows Maimonides’ figurative interpretation of the biblical story—while still
incorporating the standard midrashic reading of the story, which maintains that the “man” Jacob
encounters in Gen. 32:25 is the angelic representative of the tribe of Esau (see Bereshit rabbah, 77:3,
and Midrash Tanhuma, 8)–rather than Nahmanides’ literalist reading. In accordance with his view
of prophecy, as explicated in The Guide for the Perplexed, for Maimonides, Jacob’s struggle with the
angel in Genesis 32, like all human meetings with angels and like all human encounters with the
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divine (save for those of Moses) were not literal, face-to-face encounters but metaphoric meetings
taking place within the mind (and often within the dreaming mind) of the individual. For a recent
scholarly synopsis of the Maimonidean-Nahmanidean debate on this topic, see Moshe Halbertal,
Maimonides: Life and Thought (Princeton, 2014), 362.
77. In a fascinating prolepsis to Jung’s concept of the integration of the shadow, over fifteen hundred
years ago, the talmudic sages developed a similar concept relating to the need to harness one’s “yetzer
hara” (evil inclination)—rather than completely destroying it—and to put this inner monster at the
service of one’s “yetzer hatov” (good inclination). According to the sages of the Talmud, the yetzer hara,
one’s inner Hyde, is not wholly evil: it is called “tov me’od,” “very good,” because “were it not for the
Evil Inclination, man would not build a house, marry a woman, reproduce, or pursue commerce”
(Genesis Rabbah 9:7, Vilna edition; my translation). In this same vein, the early Christian theologian
Origen of Alexandria (an Orthodox Gnostic whose teachings later became very influential in Eastern
Orthodoxy) claimed that evil has a hidden good buried within it: even Satan will eventually repent.
Our “Satanic,” Dionysian ids, our shadow sides, are our doubles who have to be defeated—but then
integrated. We must learn from our Hydes, take what we can from our Esaus without being
corrupted by them, and use their powers for the good.
78. Oscar Wilde’s sole novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, can also be read as a story about the evils that
befall a character who fails to integrate his shadow and who lets his “Hyde”—his appetitive soul, his
inner “Esau”—overcome his rational soul (his “Jekyll,” or his Jacob).
79. In this regard, I am in agreement with Emily A. Bernhard Jackson that Jekyll and Hyde should be
read less as a novel about doubles and more so as a novel about twins and twinship. Jackson, “Twins,
“Twinship, and Robert Louis Stevenson’s ‘Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” Victorian
Review 39:1 (2013): 70-86. Where I depart from Jackson is in my belief that the novel should be read
not only as reflective of Stevenson’s interest in the burgeoning nineteenth-century science of
gemellology (twin studies) but as Stevenson’s nineteenth-century retelling of the story of Jacob and
Esau, the archetypal tale of twinship in the Hebrew Bible.
80. On the importance of Augustine in the development of the genre of autobiography, see William G.
Spengemann, The Forms of Autobiography (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980). Jekyll’s
confession is decidedly Augustinian (viz., a religious confession), not Rousseauean (viz., secular).
81. Terrence Doody defines the literary modality of the confession as the “deliberate, self-conscious
attempt of an individual to explain his nature to an audience who represents the kind of community he
needs to exist in and to confirm him. Confession is always an act of community, and the speaker’s
intention to realize himself in community is the formal purpose that distinguishes confession from
other modes of autobiography or self-expression.” Doody, Confession and Community in the Novel
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1980), 4-5. Jekyll’s confession at the conclusion of
Jekyll and Hyde conforms to this criteria insofar as it is an attempt to situate himself within, and to the
find the favor of, the Scottish Presbyterian community (albeit posthumously).
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